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We build tech products that scale
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We develop Web and Desktop solutions using a lean and agile 
methodology offering a powerful combination of tech expertise.

Web/Desktop Software01

Transform your idea into an Andoird and iOS app to test the 
marketing using native technologies.

Mobile Development02

We help companies harness all the ignored raw data and to 
convert it into valuable insights using big data opportunities.

Data Analytics03

We offer business process automation solutions, to eliminate the 
redundant actions industry to run paperless saving tones of 
excessive papers.

Process Automation04

Services



NodeJS

ReactJS / 
ReactNative

VueJS

Doker

C#

AWS

Projects
Technologies & Services
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Web Development

Mobile Development

Process automation
Data analytics



Long Story Short

Founded

Our startup was registered 
officialy

Growing up

The team had 5 developers. 
We started focusing on 
companies from Europe.

Company Road

We have got our first big 
project and we defined our 
further road

Consolidation

The team had 8-10 
developers. Several products 
were launched on European 
markets

2016 2018 2020

2017 20192015

The idea
Appeared the idea of founding 
a startup.

Client’s Recognition

We have helped 2 clients to 
raise from investors almost 
1M€ and cut the costs by up 
to 35% by optimizing the 
internal processes 

2021



Digital payments

More than 1.000.000.000.000$ Devices connected now

7.000.000.000

Number of members of fitness clubs worldwide

175.000.000 members

PROJECTS
INDUSTRIES & CLIENTS
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Fintech
IoT

Health/FitnessFintech Health/Fitness



Client Map

Country
USA: 3
Canada: 1

Country
Romania: 12

Italy: 7
UK: 7

Israel: 3
Germany: 2

Republic of Moldova: 2
The Netherlands: 1

Switzerland: 1



HISTORY IN NUMBERS
7

Clients 30+

10
+

Projects 50+

Countries 10+ Coffees 5000+



RECOGNITIONS



Manufacturing Data 
Analysis to Improve OEE
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Uptime and production increased by more than 20% 
on average

Over 97% product detection accuracy in real time 
processing

IoT end node supports up to six connection to various 
sensors for electrical current, light, magnetic, heat, 
distance

Deliverable both in Cloud and On-Premise

Portfolio Presentation

05
Easy adaptable to the existing infrastructure of the 
organization, without requiring any additional changes 
or investments

Technologies

Click for more 
details

The platform allows the stuff involved in manufacturing to visualize 
and interpret the state of the machines in the production area in an 
intuitive dashboard. The solution is formed of 4 services that work and 
communicate with each other to get data from manufactures, analyze 
the work cycles of the machines, compare data to count the real OEE. 
The solution automates the entire process of analyzing data and helps 
to improve the OEE coefficient

https://webamboos.com/projects/oee-data-analysis-and-process-automation
https://webamboos.com/projects/oee-data-analysis-and-process-automation
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For Monte Carlo simulation, the platforms performs 
more than 50000 iterations under 2.5 seconds

Integrates financial data from Xero Platform

The time for financial analysis was reduced by 80%

Platforms simulated financial data for the features 
based on your goals set for the future period

Portfolio Presentation

Technologies

Financial Forecast Platform
The application permits users to import their financial data to 
the platform by uploading an Excel file or integrating Xero 
Account.
All the historical data are read and processed. Using this data, 
the platform forecast the financial situation for the next 18 
months using several algorithms such as Monte Carlo, Linear 
Regression and Seasonal Forecast.

Click for more 
details

https://webamboos.com/projects/financial-forecast-platform
https://webamboos.com/projects/financial-forecast-platform


Workouts & Diet App
Fitness App is a mobile application which, based on your current fit, 
is giving you certain exercises and helps you to become slimmer. 
The user has the possibility to log activities like eating, drinking 
water, sleeping into the application. These logs help the application 
understand how healthy the user is and triggers periodically new fit 
tests to discover if there are any progress.
After finishing the Fit Tests, the user receives fit points which could 
be used for different acquisitions from partners like Nike, Adidas and 
other.

Portfolio Presentation

Technologies

Solution was formed up of 5 components:

Backend Nodejs Hosted on AWS

Admin Panel 
Reactjs

Mobile App   
iOS

Mobile App   
Android

Click for more 
details

https://webamboos.com/projects/personal-fitness-trainer-mobile-app
https://webamboos.com/projects/personal-fitness-trainer-mobile-app


Digital Wallet for transferring money 
and cryptocurrency
Mobile application developed in React Native. The 
application permits adding real bank accounts and bank 
cards. Internally, the application give the possibility to 
create a virtual card with different currencies. The user 
shall transfer money from real bank accounts to the 
virtual cards. Having money on the virtual cards, the user 
can transfer money to any friend from his contact list that 
has this application installed. The application shall permit 
adding cryptocurrency accounts.
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The user can create an unlimited amount of cards for 
different purposes and use them whenever he wants

Virtual Cards

The application permits assigning to your account a 
real bank account and use its resources

Assigning real bank accounts

The money could be send to any number from your 
contact list immediately and for free

Send money

Add to your wallet all your cryptocurrencies and have 
a real overview of all your resources

Cryptocurrency

Portfolio Presentation

Technologies

Click for more 
details

https://webamboos.com/projects/mobile-digital-wallet-app
https://webamboos.com/projects/mobile-digital-wallet-app


Application for tracking 
workouts
The app permits staff to see which members are logged into the 
system and working out in their facility. Staff can interact with 
members, while they exercise, by updating their workouts or by 
sending an encouraging message to keep them engaged. 
The app tracks your monthly progress with graphed reports of your 
workout history, compare your results with the entire network 
community and keep count on earned points.

Portfolio Presentation

Technologies

Duration
3 moths; 7 man-months

Engagement Model
Dedicated team

Team Members
1xProject Manager, 
1xDeveloper, 1xDesigner

Solution
MVP, Data Analytics



Platform for archiving and smart storing 
the documents by OCRing the pictures
The main goal of the tool is too store smartly important files inside a 
company. There are several inputs for document storage: email 
processing, scanning and manual addition.
All added documents are OCRed, so the users could find scanned 
documents by searching the words inside the document. The application 
permits indexing the pages of the documents.
The application is used by licence. The statuses of the licence, technical 
information, errors are seen in the Monitoring System. 

Portfolio Presentation

Technologies

Solution Architecture

Duration
13 moths; 32 man-months

Engagement Model
Dedicated team

Team Members
1xProject Manager, 
2xDevelopers, 1xDesigner

Solution
Data Analytics, Process 
Automation, Data Storage

Features

Monitoring 
System

Email 
Crawler

Cloud 
Architecture

User Roles File 
Versioning

Subscription 
System



Inventory Forecast and 
Data Analytics
Watchsayer is an AI based platform that helps predict 
automatically revenue, orders, and inventory changes 
focused on the warehouse industry. A perfect tool for 
maximizing the ROI and optimizing the inventory based on 
demand.
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Increased speed for decision making through 
auto-forecasting, with a review & approve feature.

Cost reduction of stock deposit through sales 
forecasting algorithm.

Revenue growth through price forecasting, based on 
market demand

Portfolio Presentation Click for more 
details

Technologies

https://webamboos.com/projects/inventory-forecast-and-data-analytics
https://webamboos.com/projects/inventory-forecast-and-data-analytics
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We build tech 
products that 

scale



FIND MORE

2

https://webamboos.com

CODE
TEST

SLEEP
REPEAT


